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Abstract—Topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) have historically served as a successful tool for various data mining applications on conventional documents such as news articles or academic abstracts. However, standard use of topic models on social media posts pose several problems because social media posts are short, messy and generated non-uniformly by the users of the social media platforms. In this paper we propose a new approach of community based document pooling to train better topic models over social media posts and address these problems without modifying the basic machinery of LDA. We compare our approach to the popular user based pooling scheme and show significant improvement in the quality of topic models.

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media posts have become a huge mine of data. They are one of the most extensively used medium of communication in modern times and hence prove to be a very crucial source of information for applications such as breaking news detection, trend analysis, sentiment analysis, recommendation systems, advertisements and others. A vast set of these applications require understanding of user interests. Salient patterns in content generated by the user serve as good indicators of user interest. One of the very important data mining tools which has been historically used to highlight topical patterns from standard text domains is probabilistic topic models. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [1] is a generative, Bayesian, latent variable topic model. It is arguably the most common and simplest topic model. LDA has been very successful in highlighting thematic topics in conventional text documents due to its ability to use word co-occurrence statistics [2]. Therefore, it has been successfully adapted to model diverse range of documents ranging from news articles, research abstracts, web-pages etc. However social media poses several challenges to standard application of LDA.

LDA is unsupervised in nature and only requires a training corpus. The simplest way to train LDA model for social media posts, as used for conventional documents, is to use all the posts generated on the social media platform as individual documents and use collection of posts as training corpus. However, content generated on social media, specially in short text environments like microblogging sites is characterized by a large number of short and noisy posts generated non-uniformly by a diverse set of users. This poses challenges in employing of LDA models to their full potential. Below are the two challenges that we target to resolve using our proposed approach.

1) Short and messy posts: The documents produced as posts in social media are significantly smaller in size mostly because of the constraints posed by social media platforms such as Twitter’s 140 character limit on post length. These documents may be small in size but within the short length of posts users have invented many techniques to expand the semantics of the posts. These include usage of URL shortening services (e.g., http://www.bit.ly), slang or usage of hashtags, which act like keywords starting with ‘#’ and can be used to identify an event, phenomenon or a new concept. Hence social media documents convey rich content but in limited number of words. Hong et al. [3] has empirically shown that effectiveness of trained topics in LDA can be highly influenced by the length of the “documents”. Short and noisy text of social media posts pose serious challenges to the efficacy of probabilistic topic models such as LDA which needs large documents to learn topics via word co-occurrence statistics in documents.

2) Non-uniform content generation behavior: The Pareto principle (a.k.a 80-20 rule) [4] exists almost everywhere and also applies to social networks. The volume of posts generated by users is non-uniform i.e. a small set of users generate major amount of content in social networks, for instance in [5] it has been shown that 1% of twitter users produce roughly 50% of the content on micro-blogging site. This might make contribution of niche users talking about not so popular topics in the network insignificant in the LDA model and makes the model more sensitive towards loud speakers of the network. An intuitive solution to this problem is to train a separate topic model for every user. However, to learn individual topic models for each and every user can not only become computationally expensive in large scale social network setting which comprise of millions of users, but such approach will also face cold start problem i.e. content produced by individual user is not statistically large enough to learn model parameters.

A single standard topic model trained using all social media posts as individual documents can be vastly improved. Linguistic “cleaning” could help learn a somewhat better model [6] but a number of other techniques have been proposed to improve the quality of topic models in recent years. An intuitive and popular solution to problem of short text is pooling [3], [7], [8] i.e. merging related posts to form pseudo long texts and presenting them to LDA model as one document.
The next section discuss various methods used to deal with aforementioned challenges and improve topic models for social media posts.

Social media platforms accommodate users with diverse opinions and interests, but within this diversity there exist many people who share common interests. The underlying theme of our proposed approach is based on the idea that users with similar interests tend to use limited set of popularly co-occurring words. For example, users who post about pets on Flickr have words like dog, breeds and puppies with high co-document frequency, similarly, users who talk about traveling have posts with country/city names and the word “travel” or “tour” with high co-document frequency. Many previous studies in the field of emerging topical trends and tag recommendation use this idea. In LDA where topics are defined as probabilistic distribution over words and learns from word co-occurrence statistics, pooling posts of users with similar interest therefore becomes intuitive.

We also believe that users who interact with each other (e.g. comment on each others posts) talk about a common subject or tend to be interested in topics of mutual interest and therefore use similar vocabulary. Hence, identifying communities of users with similar interests and those who interact with each other more often than others becomes useful for our purpose of preparing a training corpus for topic models by post aggregation.

In this paper, we introduce a novel document pooling scheme which is community centric. We exploit post content and network information such as user interactions, group affiliations and strong influences on users as signals to find user communities whose members can pool in their documents to train a better model.

The paper is arranged as follows. In section II we discuss existing research efforts pertaining to our work. Section III describes the dataset we have used for our experiments. Network representation, modeling user similarities and choice of community detection algorithm used in our approach of document pooling are discussed in section IV. In section V we elaborate on evaluation techniques and our choice of evaluation metrics. Experiments’ parameters and results are reported in section VI. We finally conclude the paper in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Hong et al introduce “aggregation strategies” based on user, term etc in their work [3]. They demonstrate that better models can be trained by aggregating short messages of a user. Mehdrota et al [8] work in the same direction of aggregating posts and propose new schemes of pooling based on author, timing and hash-tags etc in order to achieve better global topic models for Twitter. They prove that aggregation based on the context of Hashtags yield better topics. Weng et al [7] also trained topic models on aggregated users messages.

Work has also been done to improve semantic quality of topics by making changes to the learning algorithm of LDA itself in order to maximize a quantity introduced as *coherence score* of a topic [9]. *Coherence score* is a point-wise mutual information (PMI) based score which serves as a good evaluation metric to judge the quality of topic. Maximizing it directly using generalized pólya-urn algorithm failed to make a significant difference in reducing the number of bad topics learned by a model. Nevertheless, this score has shown to highly correlate with human judgment of quality of topics and hence we use coherence score for their comparison as learned by the models.

Bindra proposes a pipeline which works in the direction of reducing cost of learning a topic model by reducing the number of documents [10]. It proposes to sample documents from users with high pagerank score in the network and shows that equally good topic models can be trained for every user in the entire network using documents generated only by the central users. They show that models trained on documents produced by a few users can be used by various other members of the social network. However they do not make any attempt at improving the quality of topic models.

Current work is built on the success of previous aggregation schemes used on social media. The new scheme does not differentiate between posts generated by users of one community and aggregate them into one long pseudo-document. This approach is generalized and can be applied to topic modeling frameworks other than LDA such as Biterm Topic Models (BTM) [11] which deals with co-occurrence sparsity by relaxing constraints on LDA and fixing corpus level topics first. If used in conjunction with our approach, BTM might learn more informative co-occurrences and corpus level topics through communities. However, in this paper, we limit our scope to learning improved topic models without modification to the LDA framework.

III. DATASET

We use Flickr datset [12] for our experiments. Flickr is a very popular photos and video sharing platform. This dataset consists of 268587 photo posts shared by 58522 users. Each post consists of hashtags given to the photo by the user. Each post in our dataset has approximately 18.36 hashtags on an average. A photograph can be part of several “groups” on the social network with different titles. Each photograph on an average is submitted to 11.77 groups. A user in flickr can add a photograph they like by other users to her own “gallery". Average number of galleries per photo is 0.62. It also consists of comments shared by users on the photographs if any.Total number of comments shared in the entire dataset are 10071439 with an average of 37.50 comments per photo.

IV. APPROACH

The main phases of our approach to learn improved topic models for social media posts are:

- Find groups of users who have common interests and communicate with each other more often than others.
- Prepare training corpus by pooling documents in a community as one large document and
- Finally, learn a Topic Model using corpus of aggregated documents.

In this section we discuss the work flow of our approach as shown in Fig. 1. We start by discussing how to construct different network views using post content and metadata
available along with the posts. We also discuss in details the metrics we use to enrich the network by capturing user interest and communication strength between users. We then move on to introduce different community detection techniques and discuss our choice of community detection algorithm which is applied on network views constructed in previous phase. Finally, we discuss our community based document pooling scheme.

A. Constructing network views

The first requirement of finding a community is to form network represented by Graph, $G = (N, E, W)$. Users are added into the network as nodes $u, v \in N$ and edge between two users $u$ and $v$ with weight $w \in [0, 1]$ , $e(u,v,w)$ is added to the network based on the network view. Network views can be understood as multiple views of the same data. In order to find efficient communities, awareness about multiple-views of the data is important. It is closely related to multiple view clustering and is a well studied field [13]. More recently Ruan et al. [14] proposed content and topological link structure as two views to find communities in social networks. For our purpose, we use two base network views and one hybrid network view as discussed below.

1. Communication network: In social networking sites, not every neighbor is as close as a few. A user may be in more contact with very few of their neighbors. There are several features, different social networking sites provide to communicate. These include ‘liking’ a post, commenting on others’ post, replying, messaging and many other depending on social network. For our dataset we define communication as commenting on others post. In this network, denoted by $G_{\text{com}} = (N_{\text{com}}, E_{\text{com}}, W_{\text{com}})$ edge is added to the network based on communication strength between users.

Communication strength $CS_{uv}$ between two users $u$ and $v$ is computed as follows:

$$CS_{uv} = \frac{C_{uv}}{C_u + C_v}$$

Here, $C_u$ and $C_v$ denotes total number of comments posted by $u$ and $v$ separately on anybody’s post other than themselves. And $C_{uv}$ denotes the total number of comments posted on each others posts. For two users $u$ and $v$ , if $CS_{uv} > 0$ and $e(u,v,w_{uv}) \notin E_{\text{com}}$, then we add an edge with weight $w_{uv} = CS_{uv}, e(u,v,w_{uv})$ between them.

2. Interest network: This network is denoted by $G_{\text{inter}} = (N_{\text{inter}}, E_{\text{inter}}, W_{\text{inter}})$. In this network edge, $e(u,v,w_{uv})$ is added on the basis of user interest. The weight of the edge between two users $u$ and $v$ denoted by $w_{uv} = \text{Sim}_{uv}$. $\text{Sim}_{uv}$ quantifies user similarity on the basis of their interest similarity. It is calculated using metrics discussed below.

Content based user similarity: Content posted by user in a network is a very important signal of user interests. We measure content based similarity between two users by measuring the similarity between the hashtags used by them for their posts. Hashtags are popularly used by users in social media to indicate concept, event or a phenomenon. They serve as a good indicator of “topic” of a post. Therefore, we define edge weight between two users as similarity between sets of hashtags used by two users in their posts over time.

Hashtags are essentially words. In order to measure the similarity between sets of words, we use Word2Vec [15], [16]. Word2Vec is a word embedding technique used to compute distributed representation of words in multidimensional vector space. It is known to capture complex relationship between
words [17]. Word2vec is unsupervised in nature and we only need text documents to train a word2vec model. To train a word2vec model, we treat hashtags used for one post as an individual document, we call it hashtag document. We fix the number of dimensions to 100 and use only the training dataset. We use continuous bag of word model (CBOW) with negative sampling. Reader is referred to [15] for details of the model. After training the word2vec model on hashtag documents, each hashtag can be represented as a 100 dimensional dense word vector. We compute content based similarity between a pair of users u and v as follows:

\[ HS_{uv} = \frac{\sum_{h_i \in |H_u|} \sum_{h_j \in |H_v|} \cosSim(h_i, h_j)}{|H_u| \cdot |H_v|} \]  

(2)

Here \( H_u \) and \( H_v \) denotes set of all the hashtags used in all the posts by users u and v respectively. \( h_i \) and \( h_j \) denotes the vector representation of hashtags obtained from the trained word2vec model. \( \cosSim \) is the standard cosine similarity between two vectors.

Note that Word2vec uses co-occurrence of words in immediate neighborhood and thus needs a significant context to learn meaningful embeddings. The average length of a hashtag document in our training dataset is approximately 18 words. After initial experiments and speculation we found that meaningful word embeddings could be learned from these hashtag documents, and hence we used this method for measuring content similarity. For other networks such as Twitter where average number of hashtags per post are significantly lower, other methods of document similarity such as cosine similarity or soft cosine similarity using WordNet [18] between tweets can be used.

**Group affiliation based user similarity**: A group in a social network serves as a niche-specific forum for its users to share their content related to the topic of the group. Hence “groups” a user submits her posts to becomes a good indicator of user interests. A community in a network often arises from affiliation networks and group memberships also form one of the most natural affiliation network on a social media platform [19], [20]. A user can be part of various groups but some groups may be of more importance to him than others. We try to capture importance of a group \( g \) for a user \( u \) on the social media platform on the basis of their contribution to the group and popularity of the group in general. Group importance \( GI_{u,g} \) is defined in (3). It is based on standard tf-idf score and gives less weight to groups that are popular in the network in general.

\[ GI_{u,g} = \frac{|P_{ug}|}{|P_u|} \cdot \left( 1 + \log \left( \frac{N}{UF_g} \right) \right) \]  

(3)

Here, \( |P_{ug}| \) denotes total number of posts by user \( u \) on group \( g \), \( |P_u| \) denotes total number of posts by user \( u \), \( N \) and \( UF_g \) denotes total number of users and number of users who have posted on \( g \) respectively. For a user \( u \) her group importance is calculated for every group and stored in a vector \( GI_u \). Similarity between two users \( u \) and \( v \) based on groups, \( GS_{uv} \) is computed as:

\[ GS_{uv} = \cosSim\left( GI_u, GI_v \right) \]  

(4)

**Influences based user similarity**: In social networks some users are more influential than others. Wang et al define them as “community kernels” [21]. These are the users that generate content that other users are interested in. Various social networking sites provide different features to express interest in such users e.g. Twitter provides a way to express interest by following people or re-tweeting their tweets. In research community influence is expressed by citations. In Flickr it is expressed by adding posts by other users to its own “gallery”.

We believe that users who express interests in content generated by same users more often than others are more similar to each other. There can be several reasons for a user to express interest in other’s content depending upon the nature of the social network. In research network people can site results from other authors because they have common area of research. On Twitter, a user can follow or re-tweet another’s post because they might keep sharing links to resources on internet which may align with her own interest. Some users in network are very popular hence users who are influenced by not so popular users are more similar to each other than users who add post by celebrity users to their galleries. Based on these ideas we try to capture influence of user \( v \) on another user \( u \) using \( IN_{uv} \) as defined below:

\[ IN_{uv} = \frac{|G_{uv}|}{|G_u|} \cdot \left( 1 + \log \left( \frac{N}{UF_v} \right) \right) \]  

(5)

Here, \( |G_{uv}| \) denotes total number of posts by user \( v \) in user \( u \)’s galleries, \( |G_u| \) denotes total number of posts in \( u \)’s galleries. \( N \), denotes total number of users and \( UF_v \) denotes number of users who have shared \( v \)’s posts in their respective galleries. For a user \( u \) influence of every other user \( v \) whose post she has shared is computed for her and stored in a vector \( IN_u \). Similarity between two users \( u \) and \( v \) based on influences, \( IS_{uv} \) is computed as:

\[ IS_{uv} = \cosSim\left( IN_u, IN_v \right) \]  

(6)

for two users \( u \) and \( v \) if \( Sim_{uv} > 0 \) and \( s(u,v,w_{uv}) \neq E_{interest} \) an edge is added between them with weight \( w_{uv} = Sim_{uv} \).

\[ Sim_{uv} = \alpha \cdot HS_{uv} + \beta \cdot GS_{uv} + (1 - \alpha - \beta) \cdot IS_{uv} \]  

(7)

\( \alpha, \beta \in [0, 1] \)

**3. Hybrid network**: In this network both aspect of communication and user interest for efficient community detection for our purpose are covered. This network is constructed by combining previously constructed Communication network, \( G_{comm} = (N_{comm}, E_{comm}, W_{comm}) \) and Interest network, \( G_{interest} = (N_{interest}, E_{interest}, W_{interest}) \) and hence called Hybrid network. Hybrid network is denoted by \( G = (N_{hybrid}, E_{hybrid}, W_{hybrid}) \). The new network has all the nodes and edges present in Communication network and Interest network i.e.

\[ N_{hybrid} = N_{comm} \cup N_{interest} \]  

(8)

The edge weight of hybrid network is computed as described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Hybrid Edge Weight Calculation

1: \textbf{Input:} $E_{\text{interest}}, E_{\text{hybrid}}, \gamma$
2: \textbf{Returns:} $E_{\text{hybrid}}$
3: $E_{\text{hybrid}} \leftarrow \phi$
4: //Add all edges of Interest Network to Hybrid Network.
   forall $(u,v) \in E_{\text{interest}}$
   5: $E_{\text{hybrid}} \leftarrow E_{\text{hybrid}} \cup (u,v)$
   6: end for
7: //Add all edges of Communication Network to Hybrid /Network.
   forall $(u,v) \in E_{\text{comm}}$
   8: //Add edge to $E_{\text{hybrid}}$ if edge between $u$ and $v$ does
   9: //not exist.
   10: if $e(u,v) \notin E_{\text{hybrid}}$
   11: $E_{\text{hybrid}} \leftarrow E_{\text{hybrid}} \cup (u,v)$
   12: end if
13: //Update edge weight if edge between $u$ and $v$ already
14: if exists.
15: \textit{else:}
16: $w_{uv} = \gamma \ast e_{\text{hybrid}}(u,v) + (1 - \gamma) \ast e_{\text{comm}}(u,v)$
17: $e_{\text{hybrid}}(u,v) \leftarrow e_{\text{hybrid}}(u,v, w_{uv})$
18: end \textit{else}
19: end for
20: return $E_{\text{hybrid}}$

B. Community detection algorithms

In social networks, community detection algorithms are used to highlight its structure. Communities found using these algorithms in social networks reveal social grouping of users. Community detection in networks have numerous applications and thus it is a well studied area. There are several algorithms that have been introduced for graph partitioning and community detection. In this section we introduce basics of community detection algorithms and discuss our choice of community detection algorithm.

Clique based algorithms: A clique, $C$, in a network $G = (N,E)$ is a subset of the vertices, $C \subset N$, such that every two distinct nodes are adjacent. Clique based algorithms [22] aim at finding maximal cliques and label them as communities. A maximal clique is a non-extendable clique i.e. it can not be extended by adding one or more adjacent nodes. Clique based algorithm work fine for small networks but as the size of network increases, large cliques become hard to find. In order to solve this problem, constraints over the definition of clique are relaxed in algorithms such as k-clique and p-clique [23]. Several other algorithms such as constructing clique graphs have also been introduced [24]. However one of the biggest shortcomings of clique based algorithms is that they try to impose a structure rather than revealing natural structure in networks. Hence, they loose their applicability in social networks where there are generally too many missing links.

Modularity optimization: Modularity maximization based techniques work better at highlighting natural structure in a network. Modularity is a measure of internal density of sub-graphs as compared to external density within a network. Modularity is believed to be one of the best known measures of quality of a partition therefore maximizing modularity is at the core of many algorithms. In [25] Branden et al proved that maximizing modularity is NP complete, however algorithms such as Louvain algorithm proposed by Blondel et al [26] exist which aim at an approximate optimization using greedy approach.

Surprise optimization: Inspite of its ability to highlight natural structure, Modularity maximization techniques are well known to suffer from problem of resolution limits [23]. For our purpose we aim at finding denser niche-communities therefore we use Surprise as our quality measure. Surprise was originally proposed in [27], [28]. It is based on classical probability which describes how likely it is to find $m_{\text{internal}}$ edges in a sub-graph out of all possible ways to draw an edge in a network in fixed population of size $M$ in $m$ draws without replacement. More formally, surprise $S(V)$, for a partition $V$ in a graph with $m$ edges and $n$ nodes is formulated as:

$$S(V) = -\log \sum_{i=1}^{m_{\text{int}}} \binom{M_{\text{int}}}{i} \binom{M - M_{\text{int}}}{m - i} \binom{M}{n}$$ (9)

Here $M$ is the possible number of edges $\left( \begin{array}{c} n \n \n \n \end{array} \right)$ . And $M_{\text{int}}$ is a partition variable which denotes total possible internal edges $= \sum_{c\in \text{communities}} \binom{n_c}{2}$ with $n_c$ number of nodes in a community c. This formulation is hard to implement in optimization procedure due to numerical computation problems. Hence Traag et al [29] recently proposed asymptotic approximation of surprise for large graphs as :

$$S(V) \approx mD(q) \times q$$ (10)

Here $q$ represents relative number of internal edges, $< q >$ represents relative number of expected internal edges and $D(x|y)$ is the KL divergence.

$$D(x|y) = x \log \left( \frac{x}{y} \right) + (1 - x) \log \left( \frac{1 - x}{y} \right)$$ (11)

$$q = \frac{m_{\text{int}}}{m}$$ (12)

and

$$< q > = \frac{M_{\text{int}}}{M}$$ (13)

$q$ and $< q >$ are assumed to be fixed as the graph grows due to its asymptotic expansion for details the reader is referred to [29].

Surprise is more discriminative than modularity with an Erdős-Renyi (ER) null model due to its use of KL divergence to quantify difference between empirical partition and the null model. For larger graphs where application demands smaller communities of almost constant size, surprise maximization is known to perform better than modularity maximization. Hence for our purpose of finding non-overlapping niche-communities in large social network, we use asymptotic surprise maximization algorithm for weighted graphs. For detailed description of the algorithm, the reader is referred to [29].

C. Document pooling and model learning

After constructing network views, surprise maximization algorithm gives us $C$ groups of people who have common
interests and communicate with each other more often than others. The last and final step in our pipeline is to pool documents in a community and use it as training corpus to learn a topic model.

As mentioned earlier a post can be part of several groups with different titles. For the purpose of training an LDA model, we treat text in each of its title, description of the post and all the hashtags used as one document. Documents are cleaned using standard NLP techniques of URL removal and stopword removal. All the documents generated by users of a community are then concatenated to make one large pseudo-document. At the end of this step we have a training corpus for LDA with $C$ documents.

V. EVALUATION OF TOPIC MODELS

Evaluation of Topic models is an open research problem due to their unsupervised nature and varied applications. Popular metrics such as perplexity or log-likelihood over held out documents may not present a view which certainly agrees with human judgment of topics. In fact Chang et al [30] studies that topic models which perform better on held-out likelihood may infer less semantically meaningful topics. Therefore, in most studies, topic models are evaluated by presenting a sample of documents and a set of learned topics or by evaluating performance of topic models in a classical classification application if ground truth about post’s topic is known. However in recent years Ruan et al [14] introduced a new PMI based evaluation metric called Coherence Scores which quantifies semantic quality of a topic based on document co-occurrence of top words of topics. Coherence Score are shown to be in concurrence with human experts’ opinions about quality of LDA topics in the same study. Since for our work, LDA topics can also serve as description of communities’ topical interests, we use Coherence Score described in (14) as our metric of evaluation for topic quality trained using corpus of different pooling schemes.

$$C(t; V^{(i)}) = \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{n=1}^{m} \frac{\log D(v^{(m)}_t, v^{(i)}_n)}{D(v^{(i)}_n)} + 1$$ (14)

Where $V^{(i)} = (V^{(i)}_1, \ldots, V^{(i)}_M)$ is a list of the $M$ most probable words in topic $t$ as calculated by $p(w|t)$. $D(v)$ is the document frequency of a word type $v$, and $D(v, v')$ is the co-document frequency of word types $v$ and $v'$. A smoothing count of 1 is included to avoid taking the logarithm of zero.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We ran our experiments for all three network views with number of topics ranging from 25 to 100. For Interest network we fix our hyper parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ to $\frac{1}{2}$, giving each factor equal weightage. For Hybrid network fixing $\gamma$ to $\frac{1}{2}$ gave best results after initial experimentation. We train all our LDA models using gensim’s [31] implementation of variational Bayes method. All the topic models used in experimentation have symmetric Dirichlet priors. Asymmetric prior may lead to better results as suggested in [32]. However in order to reduce the effect of optimizing hyper-parameter, we fix all of them to symmetric Dirichlet priors. We fix number of passes over document to 1.

We use no-pooling and popularly used user based pooling [3] as baseline pooling techniques for comparison. We do not use Hashtag based pooling introduced in [8] since in our dataset average number of hashtags is $18$ per post, which is way higher than number of hashtags per post in a Twitter dataset. Hash tag based pooling in our dataset would essentially mean sampling over every document 18 times on an average, which is equivalent to increasing the number of passes for training an LDA model.

Coherence score calculations in our experiments are done using top 10, 25 and 50 words for every topic. For each model an overall coherence score is calculated by averaging coherence score for each topic individually. Each post in the training dataset is considered as a separate document to calculate document co-occurrence frequency. Table I shows coherence score of our pooling methods across varying number of topics. Results show that popular user based pooling scheme produces more coherent topics than no pooling. This is consistent with the previous works in this area but our proposed community based pooling scheme for documents outperform user based pooling scheme and show significant improvement in the coherence score.

| Table I. Coherence score using top 10, 25, 50 words for various pooling methods across number of topics |
| Number of Topics : | 25 Topics | 50 Topics | 75 Topics | 100 Topics |
| Number of Top Words : | 10 words | 25 words | 50 words | 10 words | 25 words | 50 words | 10 words | 25 words | 50 words |

Even though perplexity over held out document has shown to not always be a good predictor of human judgments of topic quality [9], [30]. Topic models are also often used to predict future text and the best known measure to evaluate quality of a topic model in this regard is perplexity [33]. Therefore for completeness of our experimentation, We use our topic models to predict held out 20% testing data. Table II shows the results of our experiments. We observe that no generalised conclusion can be drawn from the perplexity scores across topics. However we do observe that for smaller number of topics, community based model outperform other models in predicting held out documents. The disagreement between coherence scores and perplexity scores about quality of topic model is consistent with previous studies [30], [9].

Table III shows time taken to learn an LDA model. We ob-
serve that time taken to learn an LDA model using community based pooling is much smaller than no pooling or user based pooling.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We demonstrate that finding communities for document aggregation helps learn more coherent topic models without making any changes to LDA. We introduce weights based on influence, communication strength and group affiliations that help in finding better communities in social networks whose members can pool their documents. We also prove that creating pseudo large text documents not only produce more coherent topics but also help improve the training time of a model.

User clustering to come up with better document pooling schemes for improved topic models has not caught enough attention in the past and should be justified through more thorough theoretical analysis. In future we will analyze community detection algorithms other than Surpise maximization and try to learn optimized weights that are ideal for our purpose. It will also be interesting to analyze how other probabilistic topic models such as BTM perform in conjunction with community based pooling scheme.
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